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1. PART I: Reasoning and definitions
1.1Introduction
“God created the integers, all else is the work of humans.”

Leopold Kronecker
This is an ongoing research in an effort to provide a unifying context for a variety of topics
underlying low level computations interpreted as pattern processing including a surprising ubiquity

of arithmetic fractals constraining these operations as a whole. Additionally, what is revealed is a
set of methods that could reduce digital machines to arithmetic analogues. Sometimes, one needs to
build a narrative in order to cut a long story short so here is a try:
A magician trickster provokes you with a challenge. He holds a stack of cards on his right hand and
a great white envelope on his left. He then puts the whole stack inside the envelope and seals it
while immediately after he starts shaking the envelope in all possible and strange ways. When he
stops, the envelope is dropped against you and you are asked to recognize the new order of the
cards stack without opening the envelope. If he was able to prove you that he already knows the
new pattern would you believe him? Is it possible to affect a whole pattern without actually
referring to its specific contents?
However strange this question sounds, it has already been pointed out that nature appears to work
somewhat similar at a microscopic scale assuming that the “contents” of any pattern are spread
around in space and time. In the course of our exploration we will find a construct that seems to
serve as an abstract model for a variety of different themes including structured programming in
itself. It will be also necessary to deploy a large set of careful definitions that occupy the first part of
this presentation before moving to concrete methods and code snippets.
The reward expected is that we should end up with a set of analytical formulas over large integers
of which the simplicity should allow executing them with something as simple as the well known
Linux “bc” calculator. As for lists, they can always be provided in terms of appropriate shell
programming or even via such advanced shells like the lust2 lisp-based shell available at least in
Ubuntu. In various cases, use of matlab/octave conventions for vectorized operations could also be
helpful. This first part is unavoidably large if a bit tedious introduction to some terminology and
careful definitions without which the reader would find it difficult to reach the main conclusions as
easily as it should. Almost all highlighted terms can be found in relevant Wikipedia articles.
1.2 What’s in an integer?
Given enough thought one may see that the most simple thing like say, a normal number, the one
that simply count sheep or cans of beer including absence (0), or whatever similar is far from trivial
due to the numerous ways to associate each one of them with infinite varieties of patterns. In the
simplest of cases one can make an associative list as
|0|  [0 0 0 ...]
|1|  [1 0 0 ...]
What this lists says is that one can have the ``'One' on the left column composed by the ``'Many' on
the right column. There is a kind of number-pattern duality involved here as if between a unique,
abstract quantity or ``'valuation' expressed as one unique instantiation of something tangible as say,
a voltage or a current and its expansion which is necessarily extensive and it does in fact correspond
to the spatial dimensions of a “record length”. And of course such is not even unique since we could
as well write in ternary
|0|  [0 0 0 ...]
|1|  [1 0 0 ...]

|2|  [2 0 0 ...]
One may ask what is not trivial here. It should suffice to go deep down this bottomless list to realize
that sooner or later, one may meet any arbitrary description of any possible finite picture or idea of
almost everything in this world or another, being it an appropriately encoded set of directives for a
3D printer to reproduce say, the shape of the Parthenon or a bitmap of sufficient accuracy for
reproducing say, all of Picasso's paintings. This is similar to the content of the well known Infinite
Monkey Theorem used also by Jorges Luis Borges in his 1939 essay, “The Total Library”. One
might say that triviality here is context dependent.
There are other things that are less trivial from a more formal viewpoint. For instance, to fix the
above representations one has to invoke the whole ring of polynomials, undoubtedly a much less
trivial object than simple arithmetic. And yet, this is the one fundamental thing upon which we base
the whole of so called, ``'Digital Design’ or in general, register based computing machines. Not
even the original Henry Babbage's Difference Machine and the later Analytical Engine could escape
this necessity even if by using a decimal system. And of course, there do exist even more contorted
representations like the one based on the golden ratio, one of the most useful perhaps being the
Fibonnaci representation by virtue of a theorem due to Zeckendorf. This last one can in fact be used
to replace an ALU unit with a symbolic substation machine. Examples of algorithms are available
in this Rostteacode link. This will also be touched in a later section.
1.3 Patterns without patterns
It was Kurt Gödel who showed that even arbitrary symbols of mathematical logic and whole
propositions can be encoded one-to-one to the integers. There are by now such techniques that
allow doing similar things in a variety of complex systems and automata, collectively known as
'Arithmetization' methods. While the original encoding made use of a list of primes, it is possible to
restrict attention to a much simpler one that holds true for bounded sets of integers. This is just a
string concatenation which has an arithmetic analog as

x + b k y ← [ s1 , s2 ]
where x ← s1 and y ← s 2 for the binary representations while k is the upper bound for the bit
lengths of both x and y. Given this one can also turn an operator over a bunch of integers of
arbitrary arity into a single unary one via

f ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) → f ([ s1 , s2 ,..., sn ]) → f ( x1 + b k x2 + ... + b ( n−1) k xn )
where k now corresponds to the maximal bit length of the whole collection of inputs. The same
exact method can of course be used for multiple outputs. This of course covers all cases of possible
automata as elementary symbol maps A(σ1,…, σk), σ i ∈ {0,1,..., b − 1} in some alphabet in base b.
A word of caution is due here regarding actual implementations. The above scheme is only used to
denote a correspondence serving the creation of what shall be called, a “Global Map” as a
projection from a multi-dimensional to a one dimensional map. It is not to be used as such for a real
function call. If it is desirable, this could be done if all methods can be made to have access to some
global mechanism extracting and factoring large bit lengths in the nk format for arbitrary length
integers. This is only possible by providing one of the divisors, either n or k as the first part of the
list under an appropriate encoding as for instance by leaving an additional maximal all zeros block
as the second one thus increasing to (n+2)k total length. This requires also an additional axiom for

removing ambiguities where the first ‘divisor’ part always ends with a redundant 1 bit before the all
zeros block thus taking the final ‘viral’ self-descriptive encoding as
[Div, 1][0….0][block]...[block]
To simplify things a bit, one does not need Div to refer to the whole of the string since one can now
simply remove the first block and the redundant bit and extract the divisor for the shifted blocks. No
actual division has to be performed here due to an equivalence with a very special algorithm that
can extract the same information via a symmetric integer partition. This shall be given in Part II
where we analyze this and other methods in more depth.
What is proposed next is simply a program for the ultimate reduction of as much as possible of low
level functions from pattern processing to simpler ones acting directly on the corresponding
valuations |x| as quantities and still affecting the same pattern changes. If a sufficiently large subset
of low level “basis” functions can be found which is capable of universal computation then this
would serve as a proof for the existence of some equivalent “analog” means or physical
mechanisms capable of the same. Suffice it to say that the abstract meaning of |x| here may refer to
any appropriate physical quantity including say, frequencies or even the absolute values of some
wavelength of some phase front in normal 3D space or inside a material.
Herein hides an additional tricky element that needs to be handled with great care. Such methods
require the pairing of an integer with its bit length as (x, L) and it may be that we want to keep a
maximal constant length L or it may be that we need to take this as a function in itself or L(x). It
makes a great difference how we choose this option and some consequences will be discussed in
later sections. At the moment, we conclude that the need for bounded integers leads to the need of
some hierarchical construction in order to handle potentially unlimited inputs or pattern lists.
Additionally, it should be mentioned that whenever pairing numbers we are closing into something
known to mathematicians as a 'Complexification' even if discrete, thus effectively doubling the
dimensions of our space something not trivial. But we need some more ingredients for everything to
become apparent.
For any ordinary computing machine known till today, typing an integer in any arbitrary system
only becomes meaningful for the machine after being stored in a particular memory location as a
binary string or loaded on a RAM register. Yet, as claimed, an integer always has a dual nature and
it can always be considered simultaneously as a quantity or a ``'valuation'. It could be a voltage or a
current or anything quantifiable. ``Typing'' is only a metaphor here since one can have automated
systems using signal processing based on quantization techniques to load a digital version of an
external signal measurement to a memory for further processing and then also send its answer to a
controller via some D/A converter. All this implies the ever presence of a triplet of morphisms that
could be stated as a chain of maps {D, A, E} which stand for a Decoder, a sufficiently simple
processing stage represented by a low level string operation (automaton) A and an Encoder
symbolically written as a chain of the form
D
A
E
n ∈ Z →
s ∈ {0,1}* →
s ′ ∈ {0,1}* →
m∈Z

In the notation used one sees the term {0,1}* often referred to as the Kleene star [8] implying all
possible combinations of the symbols of an alphabet. This particular notation will have to be
amended in a very specific way which is part of the scope of these notes the reason being that such
is a very loose and less organized notion for our purposes.

A
Suppose now that we compute all possible instances of s →
s ′ transitions in some sufficiently
large subset of the Kleene star and we find that such a global map allows building a new, perhaps
simpler map 'bridging' the gap imposed by the need to invoke both intermediates $D, E$ which
eventually project into a hypercube. That could then be translated into a direct relationship of
inputs and outputs as a simple functional relation m ← h(n) . Of course this would only be useful
whenever we can satisfy at least one additional criterion of lesser complexity to the degree that h
can be somehow compressed. To state it more formally, given some measure of complexity say
C(h) and similarly for the original mapping represented by C(A) it should roughly hold that

C(h) < C( A)
From a practical viewpoint, one could consider here not just a mere formal definition of complexity
but also costs of implementation and time consumption in the realization of any abstract A mapping.
There may be cases where abstract, formal definitions of complexity as say, compressibility or the
practically incomputable Kolmogorov complexity may not be sufficient for classifying the overall
benefit of such a procedure. We now see to the above proposal the equivalent of moving the
envelope with the whole card stack inside as the aforementioned elimination process.
Last but not least, the section’s title is a paraphrase of another saying due to Wheeler who first tried
to reduce everything in geometry where if successful his project would lead to a physical theory
obtaining “mass without mass, charge without charge and fields without fields.”
1.4 Global Maps and Hamming Hierarchies
Consider any automaton as a map from the integers to the integers sign included if necessary as the
first congruence ( mod 2 ) or the last bit depending on the context. It is possible to ask for the
overall behavior of any such automaton over any integer which requires knowledge of what one
usually calls a ``'Global Map', actually nothing more than a complete graph of all possible outputs
at a single step over all integers which could be stored in a large one dimensional array. This is no
more than a kind of abstract generalization of what is often referred as the memoization technique
but under the additional scope of further reduction of a LookUp Table’s contents. Inclusion of
branching is a secondary problem since it can be treated as a special type of functional composite.
There are already many interesting examples of such maps for all elementary Cellular Automata in
the relevant pages of Wolfram's dedicated site. The evident fractal character of the resulting
arithmetic sequences is part of the discussion that follows.
While it is impossible to exhaust the countable infinity of the set of natural numbers yet, in certain
cases, we may find out by explicit computation that such a graph is in fact recursive or contains
such symmetries that allow compressing it in some finite interval say, [0,...,2Lmax - 1]. Of course, it
would still not be possible to consider this as anything but a heuristic in the absence of a formal
proof, unless we were able to provide some method of automatic induction.
The possibility for constructing such a method is offered by what is already known as a 'Hamming
Space' which is simply a L × b L array of patterns forming a word dictionary in some alphabet in
base b inside any interval [0...bL - 1]. The name derives from the fact that any such can be turned into
a linear vector space when equipped with a distance given by the L1 Hamming norm but is not
necessary to make explicit use of this fact here unless it is clearly stated. We will only keep the term
to denote the hierarchy of dictionaries which can be defined in a self-similar manner when an upper
constant length L is imposed and which is inductive by default or ``by construction'' to use a more
technical terminology.

Construction starts with an inclusive, countable unbounded hierarchy of exponential integer
intervals S1 ⊂ S 2 ⊂ ... where S1 = [0,..., b − 1] and S L = [0,..., b L − 1] upon which we superpose the
associated hierarchy of Hamming spaces as a self-similar set of submatrices Σ1b ⊂ Σ b2 ⊂ ... In what
follows we shall fix the alphabet base to the binary case b = 2 and interpret Σk as Σ 2k . We shall also
call any SL a Mersenne interval since it is always terminated by what is known as a Mersenne
integer 2L-1, also known due to the fact that some of them are special prime numbers also forming
occasionally prime pairs with 2L+1. For additional justification the reader may check the last
section. Since any such has the simplest all ones run length the next integer being a shift, it is fairly
easy to write a function isMersenne( x ) = bitand( x, x + 1 ) and of course an IsPow2(x) =
IsMersenne( x - 1 ) function and as we will see in the sequel of this first part, every bitwise Boolean
operation can be arithmetized via a special recursion.
The deliberation behind this particular choice of intervals will become evident after analyzing
certain underlying symmetries which are the main contributing factors in performing an efficient
elimination process. It is now possible to rephrase the triplet of morphisms of the previous section
in terms of these new matrices as
D
A
E
n ∈ Z →
s ∈ Σk 
→
s′ ∈ Σ k′ →
m∈Z

That this is always possible is trivially proven by the existence of at least one minimal interval Sk
for which the definition of any A must be meaningful. Apparently, whenever Σ k ⊂ Σ k ′ or the
opposite we can talk of A as an endomorphism inside some maximal interval Sk. There may be also
several cases where k = k ′ for some maximal k in which case we may talk of a 1-1 automorphism
(at most a permutation) inside the same interval. These cases can be systematized further by
checking several interesting properties of the hierarchy of Σ-matrices. Lastly, we should stress the
fact that the hierarchy of matrices is by construction equivalent to a countable set and cannot be
used to argue about the uncountable set of infinite binary sequences since these include the ( mod 1)
set of all irrationals which is of course uncountable. In this spirit we could more properly call the
approach offered a constructivist approach.
1.5 Essential properties of Σ matrices
A generic analytical formula for any Σ matrix in any alphabet can be given via number theoretic
formulas as


 n 
Σ bn ,m = Mod  Floor  m  , n ∈ S k , m ∈ {0,..., k − 1}
 b 

Simple visual inspection reveals the above to be two things at once, a) the unfolding of the paths of
a rooted binary tree and b) the quantization or sampling of an underlying continuous multi-periodic
flow since it coincides with a system of counters of increasing exponential periods. There is also a
third, deeper possibility in terms of the multinomial expansion of a set on non-commuting objects
which will be deferred for Part III on the reduction of every structured program on a “Universal
Multiplexer” (UMUX) device.
At the moment it suffices to redefine the same set of matrices using a much simpler, division-free
operation given in terms of the square pulse function with arbitrary periods

P( x, p0 , p1 ) = 1 + Mod (x, p0 + p1 ) > p1
Obviously, all rows across the hierarchy correspond to the choice P(x, 2k, 2k), k = 0,1…,L, so that
one can rebuild any such matrix by a simple superposition of rows. We shall denote this as P(x, k)
for convenience in what follows. The generic form of the 2-period square pulse function above has
still other uses since it can be used as the analytic form of a Boolean indicator for spanning a large
interval in which branching is required for certain data as long as the periods can be known
beforehand by some other reasoning. A trivial example is for instance the choice of only even
inputs in a vectorized format. We shall see more uses of it while describing the UMUX trick at the
last part. Also, for the more algebraically inclined, this coexistence of multiple periods implies a
kind of group property where binary shifts across columns can be exchanged with arithmetic shifts
across rows (taking only integer parts) otherwise said, a shift in scale becomes a shift in time.
Additionally, all such Σk matrices naturally contain two involutive operations for unsigned integers,
the bitwise binary complement ~x and the bit reversal which shall be denoted as x*and which are
both automorphisms. The complement is in fact a fixed-point-free involution since there is no
integer satisfying ~x = x and it actually separates each Sk in two symmetric halves with the fully
arithmetized formula

x →~ x : NOT ( x, L) = 2 L − x − 1
In the second case it also suffices to take an up-down flip of a copy of any such matrix and
superpose it to the original to prove that can exist precisely 2L palindrom words as fixed points for
any even order in S2L and just the same for only L-1 rows in any odd order S2L+1. We shall make a
deeper study in the second part of the intriguing nature of this operation which forces the full
arithmetization of bit reversals only via a chain of maps. Lastly, if one wants to map signed integers
into the same hierarchy one has two choices by either adding a third sign involution between odd
and even Σ entries or by a direct correspondence between NOT and sign using the last bit in any
such matrix. What is preferable may depend on context.
Any ΣL matrix and its associated interval SL admits a refinement of its columns into groups of
constant sum of bits of which the recursive structure shall be studied in the second part. This
follows naturally from the combinatorial identity
L
 L
2 L = ∑  
k =1  k 

 L
Each combinatoric subset G  with all elements sorted follows a natural Gray code with only one
k 
 L
bit in different position as for instance, the subset G  of all binary shifts. An interesting
1
application of this division is the problem of locating the powerset of all subspaces of a given Ldimensional space. Indeed, if we identify the presence of a single line with one bit, a plane with two
bits, a hyper-plane with three or more and so on, then each group counts exactly the presence of
each subspace. This is the only refinement that can be given also in terms of the standard
Shannon’s’ entropy since this measure cannot discriminate further between patterns inside the same
subset. More on this on the second part where an arhitmetized form of the entropy shall be provided
as well.

Inside each such group there is a second possible refinement into subsets of cyclic permutations of
whose the trajectories of same constant maximal length L. It is possible to show that any such
complete list independently of its unique elements being lesser than L or not will always form a
special integer partition. By putting all circular shifts of the same integer in one of the above groups
on a circulant matrix and using the notation DS2 for the sum of bits one immediately finds that the
summand factorizes giving rise to the partition
L

∑x

i

i =1

 L
= DS 2 ( x) 2 L , xi ∈ G 
k 

The sequence DS2 can be given recursively which is shown in the second part. While this sequence
can be used to immediately isolate any specific G set, no other simple indicator allows further
separating distinct trajectories of each cyclic group inside each larger G set and the above
expression is the same for all of them. There is also a special subset across any Σ matrix known in
combinatorics as a necklace with its minimal arithmetic value representing the so called, Lyndon
word but more on this at the second part.
Last but not least, the role of the different bit lengths defined by either maximal bits or by the
constant upper length across each level of the hierarchy leads to different ways of computing certain
sequences of outputs depending on the type of question posed. Before exploring the details of the
originally proposed elimination process in the next installments, we leave some space for a slightly
deeper understanding of the reasoning behind the particular choice of the hierarchy construct.
1.6 Math Addendum
It may have become obvious that the choice of Mersenne intervals as a possible span of the integer
line was not at random and has a lot to do with the fact that each integer of the form 2L - 1 coincides
with a resonant sub-interval where precisely L square oscillators are in phase. The same can be said
for any higher alphabets where all intervals bL - 1 stand again for resonances of sampled triangular
waveforms which correspond to modulo operations. We shall see in the examples that this property
alone guarantees in many relatively simple cases that the sequence of outputs obtained during the
elimination process inherits the structure of an Arithmetic Fractal. A formal definition of a precise
Degree of Inheritance of the underlying periodicities for arbitrary types of morphisms is still
lacking and it does not appear to be an easy task. Such a property points towards a deeper
mathematical structure which goes directly into the heart of group theory and a special case of semidirect group products. Due to the technicalities involved this material can be skipped.
What is perhaps less obvious, is that the same primordial self-similarity can also be attributed to a
sampling of a set of harmonic oscillators/cyclic signals via a trick due to Rademacher. While the
original Rademacher system was made for a different purpose paving the way for the WalshHadamard transform, one can slightly modify it to show the equivalence with the square pulse
function for the rows of every submatrix in the hierarchy in the form of a sampling scheme as

Pk ( x) ≅ − sin( 2 k t n ) > 0, t n = nπ / 2
It is easy to show the overall structure using a multiple plot with a magnification factor for each
wavy mode to avoid overlap as well as the sampled square pulses as in the below graph

Such an expression contains a transcedental function which can and will be avoided for the low
level set of elementary global maps we will seek afterwards. It does serve though to prove
something rather unexpected which is probably also missing from ordinary textbooks. It suffices to
notice the peculiar role of the modulating factor inside the sin function. Whenever one has a flow
that gets modulated by another one as in the case of an autonomous dynamical system driving
another, the result is that any symmetries of the first get mixed up with the symmetries of the
second and such a mixing up is known to mathematicians as a special case of a group product with
the peculiar -if not sufficiently descriptive - name “Wreath” product, implying the crossing of two
flows as much as in an act of wreathing.
Otherwise said, at least for discrete systems, it might be that a finite, countable set of group
operations gets somehow 'modulated' by a different group acting on their indices. More formally, in
our case there are these two properties that should be satisfied and they do - at least in the case of
the Rademacher system. Specifically, one needs what is called a leftwise-forward action as
f g = f (xg ) and an inverse as f ( xg −1 ) for the mixing of two morphisms {f, g}. By simple
inspection, the first one (f) must correspond to the cyclic group denoted as U(1) while the second is
a particular case of a scaling group say, D which acts as a set of dilations. Then the discrete version
resulting from the sampling as in the original Rademacher system generalized now in any arbitrary
alphabet could be written formally as Z b ⊳ D(b k ) where Zb denotes a discrete cyclic group and the
b complex roots of unity correspond to the symbols of any alphabet. This implication shows the
Hamming hierarchy to have a certain analogy with the topology of a spiral but that’s not the last
word on the subject.
Mostly, there is a direct physical interpretation of the dilation group D which is nothing but a
particular sector of the full physical Lorentz group, the one used in special relativity. Indeed, it
suffices to consider a clock at rest on the ground and a set of clocks atop a set of rockets running at
different velocities which when adjusted appropriately they will cause the necessary dilation of
periods so as to form a set of counters due to time dilation. If we really want to compute that we can

directly use the relativistic dilation formula as τ = 2 k τ 0 = γτ 0 where (1 / γ ) 2 = 1 − (vk / c) 2 . Solving
that readily gives v k = c 1 − 2 −2 k . Hence, one concludes that this entire story about counters was
actually about hyperbolic geometry hidden on the patterns of the integers all along.
But we came full circle because if we check backwards we will see that a Σ matrix is the same as
what is known in combinatorics as a “Factorial Design” which demands for every symbol to meet
every other and for similar reasons it is also the unfolding of the paths of any b-ary tree. Since any
such action necessarily leads to exponential increase it is only natural that such an increase can only
be contained in a distorted space as for instance is the ‘Poincare disk’ model for hyperbolic
geometry. What is more interesting for our purposes here is the possibility of using the internal
periodicities and self-similarities of all patterns in order to essentially perform a reduction of the
complexity of computations and perhaps be led to alternative computational structures that could
have a hybrid, semi-analog character.
We can still offer a nice geometric game which allows making more evident the presence of the
hyperbolic structure which leads to a nice tiling of the Euclidean plane and a mesmerizing
wallpaper which is easy to construct using only rotations and reflections of matrices already offered
in a standard matlab library as the fliplr and flipud functions. The basic building block requires
making copies of an original rectangle following an exponential subdivision of its sides. The first
block is as below composed of a reflected inner triangle

Another way to describe it is with a walker trying to exit from the lower or rightmost side which
suffers a kind of Zeno paradox. Completing this four more reflections plus two inversions one gets
the complete tile of whom the repetition would give rise to a kind of lattice made out of some sort
of “event horizons”. The full script and the final result are as below

clc, close all, clear all
n = 9; dim = 2^n;
m = zeros(dim); flag = 1; % change viewpoint
seq=@(x,y,z)floor(mod((x:y)/2^z,2));
p = dim/2;m(1:p,1:p) = 1; pc = p;
for i=1:n
pold = pc; p = floor(p/2);
pc = pc + p; p1 = floor(dim/2^(i+1));
s = seq(p1, pc+p1-1, n-i-1);
s = repmat(s, p, 1 );
m( pold+1:pc, 1:pc) = s;
end
m = (m + m')==0;
%imagesc(m), colormap gray % basic tile
if flag
m = [fliplr(1-m), m];m = [flipud(1-m); m];
else
m = [m, fliplr(m)];m = [m; flipud(m)];
end
set( gca, 'xtick', [] ); set( gca, 'xticklabel', [] )
set( gca, 'ytick', [] ); set( gca, 'yticklabel', [] )
figure(1), imagesc(m), colormap gray
w = fftshift( fft2(m) );
figure(2), mesh(log10(abs(w)) )

An interesting fractal also occurs if you try the standard fft2 in the above of who’s the modulus is as
below

Last but not least, one can even try projecting the above tile conformally into a unit disk using a
recent advanced method due to Choi and Lui [J. Sci. Comp. 65(3), 1065-1090 (2015), arXiv:
1408.6974] with the relevant software available from Mathworks [].

2. PART II: METHODS
2.1 Introduction
This is the second part in the presentation of a project whose main aim is to find a minimal set of
functions for as many as possible of low level pattern operations without actually accessing the
pattern contents. This is close to building an arithmetic analog of a RISC machine without the
registers. The reader is strongly advised to read the first part due to a lot of unavoidable technical
jargon from various topics without which a clear explanation of the methods and the true scope of
this research would not be possible.

2.2 Ubiquity of arithmetic fractals
The first step in every attempt at utilizing the internal self-similarity of the Hamming hierarchy is to
attempt a few runs over a set of small intervals SL and SL+1 in order to verify the persistence of any
particular pattern. From then on, given a concatenation scheme as mentioned at section “Patterns
without patterns” of the first part, any one map under examination gives rise to a particular
sequence of outputs. This can be further processed for revealing any interesting characteristics that
could show say, some recursive, self-similar structure by successive foldings over different intervals
as for instance by comparing s1 = L(1 : 2 k − 1), s 2 = L(2 k : 2 2 k − 1) for all k in terms of some
appropriate distance d m =| m(s1 ) − s 2 | for all k assuming a list of symmetry and /or algebraic
operators acting as s 2 = m(s1 ) . Mostly, if such folding reveals the presence of a direct analytically
expressible intermediate map which we shall call a “Reproducing Map” m over a list, then we have
a situation where one can directly write a simple recursive formula for this case as it will be shown
with several examples. All such cases result in the following recursion over lists (using matlab like
notation)

Ln+1 ← [Ln , m( Ln )]

(given some L0)

One may also need to generalize to a set of primitive maps and as

Ln+1 ← [m 0 ( Ln ), m1 ( Ln )] (given some L0 )
Unfortunately, there is no specific way to fully automate such a procedure since one can try an
arbitrary list of symmetry and/or other algebraic operations upon this type of sequences. For similar
reasons there is no direct or ad hoc criterion known to the author for predicting whether a
sufficiently simple process or automaton will result in a fractal or otherwise recursive sequence that
can effectively be compressed this way. As a rule of thumb, such a process should not be applied
directly to functional composites the reason being that any particular simple symmetries present in
intermediate sequences of outputs may be distorted or completely lost. One last observation on the
usefulness of large sequences as those that will be presented is probably machine or generally,
implementation dependent. Given a sufficiently large memory, early deployment of such sequences
may guarantee a high throughput as a tradeoff between space and time complexity.
We may start with the simplest example which also takes care of another problem – that of the
arbitrariness in the definition of an appropriate bit length across the hierarchy which is context

dependent. Specifically, we have to define a 0th-order fundamental sequence for the natural bit
length defined from the maximal power of 2 present which has an analytical expression as

l ( x) = 1 + Floor (log 2 ( x ) )
Here we allow the presence of a transcendental function only for convenience of reference. It is
always possible to extract this information otherwise, the simplest case being that of a precomputed
list of shifts using direct comparison at least for any finite interval SL. Since exponential lengths
play a significant role in our hierarchical analysis whenever we work with a maximal length L over
a maximal ΣL matrix we shall call this the Dominant length. The set of all previous instances of
lengths associated with Mersenne intervals at all positions 2i - 1, i = 1, 2,…,, L-1 we shall call a set
of Subdominant lengths. It is possible to find a special reproducing map for all natural lengths as
Ln +1 ← [Ln , Ln + | L − Ln |], L0 = [0]
At this point we must stress an important distinction with respect to the way output sequences
should be evaluated. Specifically, we must discriminate between two major cases of sequences,
those that we shall call “amending” over different hierarchy levels and vice versa. In a more
technical context sequences that are non-amending should be termed stable across the hierarchy or
simply “H-stable”. This is to say that certain maps represented by certain automata may or may not
be sensitive into a potentially infinite list containing zeros beyond any maximal power of 2. In any
such case, one cannot iterate any recursive evaluation from any previous list by going up say like
S L → S L +1 . For instance permutations as well as so called, combinatoric necklaces are sensitive to
zero padding so they must be handled with care although it is possible to form also stable sequences
in certain cases. Using the previous terminology, the natural length sequence is a strictly nonamending or H-stable one since it does not affect previous instances even as we go up a higher level
at L+1.
There is at least one more non-amending fundamental sequence that can be recursively evaluated
the same way and we shall refer to it as the 1st-order fundamental sequence. It is the well known
Sum-of-Digits given as

[

]

Ln+1 ← Ln , 1 + Ln , L0 = [0]
This is trivial to find without any experimentation since it only adds a single bit for any new
exponential subinterval following the natural length sequence. This particular sequence can be used

(

L max

)

k for any k = 1,...,Lmax inside any ΣLmax matrix. Notably,
to isolate any combinatoric subset
this is also the largest subset that can be isolated with the use of the standard binary Shannon
entropy. As a matter of fact, all probabilities become also functions of the above sequence as
p1 = DS 2 ( x) / Lmax , p0 = 1 − p1 so that they can also be extracted from the previous recursion as well
as the total binary entropy sequence. A word of caution here concerns the non-stable character of
any entropy sequence in case it is not dependent on the total length being chosen inside a Hamming
space but by the previous natural length sequence which differs in the estimation of p0 for each
subdominant length. We can also analyze the standard Shannon’s formula using the algebraic
expression of the probabilities which after some manipulation can be decomposed for each integer
as

(

)

hS ( x) = Iˆ + Pˆ f (DS 2 ( x ) ) + f ( L )

where f ( x) = x log 2 ( x) and ( Pˆ ) f ( x) = f (~ x) = f (2 L − x − 1) is a complementation parity operator.
This of course is only valid for the non-amening case inside the hierarchy otherwise one should use
L  l(x).
In some cases we may be able to find also individual closed formulas, the same way one often does
in other ordinary sequences like say the Fibonnaci one, the main difference being that here we are
dealing with list recursions leading Non-Markovian processes with expanding memory needs. One
may also consult the OEIS database [oeis.org] to check for these as well as a variety of other
strange sequences admitting a variety of analytical expressions serving as individual formulas. To
examine a primitive case, we may ask for the parity of each binary integer x as a string
x ∈ S L → s ∈ Σ L . Given a list representation of the Digit-Sum as a function DS2(x) this is always
given by

Π ( x) = Mod (DS 2 ( x),2)
Both this and the original DS2 are H-stable. It is straightforward to compute the global map of Π
and following the recursive unfolding over the Mersenne intervals one immediately recovers the
simple law

[

]

Ln+1 ← Ln , 1 − Ln , L0 = [0]
Interestingly, the limit of such a sequence when interpreted as a rational 0.011001…, is known as
the Thue-Morse constant and there is already a generating function for it.
Another such well known case with a slightly more complicated reproducing map is given in terms
of the binary reflected or (N, k)-Gray code. In this case we have to introduce a symbol reversal or
reflection operator R ( the fliplr command in matlab) to obtain

[

]

Ln+1 ← Ln , 2 n−1 + R ( Ln ) , L0 = [0]
All of the above examples satisfy the conditions of a fractal sequence and the Hamming hierarchy
offers an easy way to extract its contents in terms of some more or less simple maps.
There is a last 2D example which is sufficiently elementary that allows showing how to extend
these principles beyond simple sequences given all standard bitwise Boolean operators like bitor,
bitand and bitxor. It is a known “folk theorem” observed by many that such operations and their
combinations give rise to fractal matrices. It is then possible to use the periodicities involved in the
expansion of every interval to extract a simple recursive scheme for their generation as a mapping
S L × S L → S L without actually invoking the original operators directly. One can see this by the use
of the square pulse function which gives immediately the bit values for any power of 2 in the
expansion of any pair of {x, y} ∈ S L . A product of intervals S L × S L corresponds to an algebraic
product like Pk(x)Pk(y) for a biwise AND and similarly for the other two operations. Results can be
summarized using the matricized form of any logical gate as
OR
0
1

0
0
1

1
1
1

XOR

0
0
1

1
1
0

AND

0
0
0

1
0
1

This immediately gives the exact form of recursion over matrices as a direct consequence of the
scale invariance implied by the structure of the Hamming hierarchy in the form

M n+1


Mn
← 
M 0 ( 2 ,1)
Mn + 2

M n + 2 M 0 (1, 2) 

M 0 ( 2, 2 ) 
Mn + 2


In the above M0 is the initial condition provided by each of the matrix expressions of individual bit
gates which also gives the exponents for each new level. It is trivial to verify the above recursion
against the standard implementations via an oneliner as [x, y] = meshgrid( 0:2^L-1 ); m = bit*(x,y)
where (*) stands for each of the snd, or and xor terms. We notice that at least two of the above
matrices can be produced by the third and an adder since all three satisfy
2bitand(x, y) + bitxor(x, y) = 2bitor(x, y) - bitxor(x, y) = x + y
Additionally, once notices that the total bitxor matrix is solely composed of a certain class of
permutations its action being automorphic over any intervals. No other closed formula is known to
the author at the moment for this last case although all such can be further analyzed into the so
called irreducible representations of the total permutation group. This requires an analysis beyond
our scope here. Next we can examine cases where certain combinatoric objects also exhibit an
inherent fractality or regularity of some other type and where the output of the main map
corresponds to a whole output list out of decompositions or similar operations.

2.3 The complete run lengths tree
This is in fact the simplest example where only the use of the fundamental sequence of natural bit
lengths is necessary. The exercise then is to extract all run lengths of all binary integers in any
interval SL without decoding and reveal the fractal structure of the overall set. The trajectories of the
following elementary dynamical system from any integer x ∈ S L given its natural length as an initial
condition suffices to extract its run length encoding

Ln = l ( xn )
xn+1 = Not ( xn , Ln )
The run lengths can then be obtained from the differences Ln+1 − Ln plus a (mod 2) bit in front of the
final list to denote whether this alternating sequence starts with a zero or a ones block. Below is a
short matlab script realizing this with some additional safety for termination at zero.

function [seq traj] = int2rl( num, L )
bit = mod( num, 2 );
L0 = ln( num );
seq = [];
if L > L0, seq = [L – L0]; end
ints = [ num ]; new = num;
while num > 0
new = 2^L – num – 1;
L0 = ln( new ); num = new;
seq = [ L – L0 ]; L = L0;
ints = [ new ints ];
end
seq = [ bit seq ]; ints = ints( 2:end );
end

function L = ln(x)
% The below line can be exchanged with any other
% implementation that avoids using the log2 function
if x > 0, L = floor( log2( x ) ) + 1; end
end
The reason for the above is fairly simple. Using the difference between the dominant length and the
subdominant ones, the trick is to isolate the first block of ones by projecting simultaneously to its
complement hence the previous ones block becomes a zero block. Evaluating the difference of the
resulting natural lengths one eventually ends up with the equivalent run lengths. At the same time,
this leads to a shortening of the successive integers xn which makes this map contractive hence
always converging towards a fixed point at zero.
Now we may ask what happens if we run this on all integers in any Mersenne interval and plot the
trajectories simultaneously as a 2 L × 2 L Boolean array indicating their positions. Here is a short
script for doing this

L = 8, size = 2^L;
w = zeros( size ); mat = w; y(1) = 1;
for i = 1:size-1
[ seq num ] = int2rl( i, L );
w( num, i + 1 ) = w( num, i + 1 ) + 1;
y( i + 1 ) = length( seq( 2:end ) );
end
figure( 1 ), imagesc( 1 - w ), colormap gray
figure( 2 ), bar(y), %trajectory lengths
The result in the first graph very close to a rooted binary tree as in the picture below and since this
can be verified inductively, it holds for any interval. Hence the resulting run lengths set as a whole
also contains an underlying arithmetic fractal structure for any interval.

Another important fractal sequence obtained this way comes directly from the length of each run
length list which is shown in the second graph below and which we may term the 2nd-Order
fundamental sequence. To get an idea of how this looks over the [0,…,255] interval here is a bar
plot of all lengths

It is relatively trivial to examine its inner structure for recovering the exact reproducing map by
direct folding for arbitrary dominant lengths to find by direct comparison the associated
reproducing map as

[

]

Ln+1 ← Ln , 1 + R ( Ln ) , L0 = [0]
where again, the reflection operator is used to denote a left-right flip of the previous list. There is
still another interesting and stable sequence which shall be mentioned and which follows a different
logic from the previous cases. This is related to the first element of any run length list which is
identical to the first factor in any prime factorization of any integer x > 0 when written as x =
2C13C25C3… It is directly found by isolating the first element of all run lengths of all even integers
in the interval [1,…,63] with the result shown below

This is a particular case of a sequence with a ‘tree’-like symmetry of which an individual closed
formula is easier to derive then a reproducing map since it is always composition of L-1 periods
which can be verified inductively for all levels of the hierarchy. Hence it can be written analytically
as a summation over Mod( x, 2i ) for all i in the range [1…L-1]. While this is true for the first
exponent C1 of any factorization, the reader can verify that a similar pattern holds for all Ci using
the Hamming hierarchies over all prime base alphabets by using the generic formula for any Σ
matrix entries given in the fifth section of the first part but this is a problem outside our main aim
here. One may ask what about the same run lengths for only the natural scale of lengths instead of
the whole Hamming space but this is trivial to derive since one only has to remove the last block
standing for padded zeros. The next immediately related problem comes from combinatorics.
Specifically, the problem of locating the set of integer partitions for any integer utilizing only the
set of all run lengths.

2.4 Integer partitions for free
To simplify things we may start from the fact that all run lengths in any interval SL already form the
integer partitions of a given dominant length L and try to show that they also exhaust the set of
possible partitions. It suffices to consider any arbitrary partition like say 1+1+...+1 = L or
1+2+3+...+n = L or anything similar and interpret the corresponding list of factors as an alternating
sequence of blocks of ones and zeros. But we do know that any Σ matrix contains any possible
combination of such blocks and there can be no combinations for the same dominant length outside
this construct hence the enumeration of at least all unsorted partitions must indeed be exhaustive. A
technical detail that should be accounted for concerns that fact that every Mersenne interval is
naturally divided in two symmetric complements by the bit-NOT involution so that these two
provide the same partitions hence it suffices for every L to work only on the SL-1 interval. In the
below we give the simplest possible method that extracts unsorted unique partitions.

function p = part( L )
size = d^(L - 1) – 1;
for i=2:size
seq = int2rl( i, L );

if seq(2:end) > 1, mat( i-1, 1:length( seq )-1 ) = seq(2:end); end
end
end
If we really want the same set as a completely sorted and lexicographically ordered one, we are
forced to use some more symmetry operations that can be appended to the previous script as

p = flipud( unique(mat, 'rows') );
p = fliplr( unique( sort( p, 2 ), 'rows' ) );
p = flipud( sortrows(p, 1) );
pc = [];
for i=1:size(p, 1)
pi = p(i, :);
tmp = pi( p i> 0 );
Lt = length(tmp);
mat = [];
for j=1:Lt
t = circshift( tmp, [0 j] );
mat = [mat; [t, zeros(1, n - Lt)]];
end
pc = [pc; unique(mat, 'rows')];
end
It is then not surprising that some fractal order underlies this set too. Suffice it to say that the
problem of integer partitions enters also such remote areas like group representations and particle
spin in quantum field theories due to their relation with a combinatoric object known as a Young
Tableau. This is a topic too deep and out of scope to engage further here.
2.5 Arithmetizing string operations
2.5.1 Subwords
In order to examine more complex operations we also need to introduce some more low level
operations like the sub-word extraction in a fully arithmetized form. By a slight abuse of notation
we may try the following
* A `Low Pass' filter ‘Low(x, n)’ cutting the first n bits from an integer representing a string
* A `High Pass' filter ‘High(x, m, L)’ cutting the last m bits from an integer representing a string
* A `Band Pass' filter ‘Sub(x, n, L-m, L)’ extracting a substring of arbitrary length lesser than the
natural bit length of its corresponding integer
It is obvious that the last case can be formed by a combination of the two previous ones which
should also commute under an exchange of lengths as

Sub( x, n, L − m, L) = Low( High( x, L − m, L), n) = High( Low( x, n), L − m − n, L − n)
Standard expressions for the first two can always be given as

Low( x, n) = Mod ( x,2 n )

(

High( x, m, L) = 2 −( L− m ) x − Low( x,2 L−m )

)

Thus everything reduces to a ternary instruction set including solely shifts, additions and
periodicities. Some more observations are possible regarding an interesting algebraic symmetry
underlying the above filters in association with reflections or pattern bit reversals. In abstract
operator language we may write this as High = Rˆ  Low  Rˆ and since R is involutive this is
equivalent to Rˆ  High = Low  Rˆ . This states the obvious fact that a high pass filter on any ordered
patter can be exchanged with a low pass filter for its mirror image and then inverted again while for
any palindromes we must have High = Rˆ  Low as well as Rˆ  High = Low . Additionally, for any De
Brujin sequence of binary integers of length L with k common bits between adjacent elements we
may write a condition over any such pair as High( xn , k , L) = Low( xn +1 , k ) .
2.5.2 Bit rotations
For integers in the same cyclic group C for any constant length expansion there is an obvious
expression moving just one symbol which can also serve as a generic decoder since one can grasp
one symbol at a time. An explicit formula for a single left to right cycle step is as below the
opposite being also obvious by exchange of length arguments

xi ∈ C : xi+1 ← High( x0 , L − 1, L ) + 2 L−1 Low( x0 ,1)
By convention we can set all initial conditions at the minimal values of each cycle whenever there
is no ambiguity (unique elements being lesser than L) There is at least one other interesting method
given via concatenation. For instance, any string say, αβγδ can be doubled as αβγδαβγδ in which
case, one can use the Sub function to obtain one by one all arithmetic instances of a cyclic group.
Since such a concatenation is equivalent to x + 2Lx for any L ≥ l (x) one only has to use a multiplier
c = 2L + 1 so that all such permutations can be obtained via the formula

xi ∈ C : xi+1 ← Perm( x0 , i, L) = Sub(cx0 , i, L − i, L )
The combinatorial necklaces formed by any list of cyclic permutations is sensitive to the presence
of zero padding when taken on a Σ matrix across the hierarchy so that it is not something that can
give rise to any ordered pattern as the ones studied in previous sections. One can still follow the
natural length sequence to obtain different classes of necklaces and their Lyndon words as the
corresponding generators. These can be separated using the equivalence of two criteria, one being
the absence of smaller periods (power of a smaller words), the other being the number of unique
elements, thus one can readily write the condition L – length( unique({xi}) ) == 0 as a sieve to
separate all such. This particular action over strings does not appear to give rise to any specifically
interesting sequence apart from the sequence of Lyndon generators for each group which has been
extensively studied in the past. More data can be found in the OEIS database.
2.5.3 Symbolic Substitutions
There is an important application of the above for all bounded strings when trying to arithmetize
symbolic substitutions. Evidently, every cycle contains a sequence of updates composed by two
main actions, a pattern locator or “matched filter” that isolates each instance from the left column of
any rules LUT and a replacement or update act. Specifically, in all 0 level grammars with some
replacement rule as say, abcd  dba, a set of rotations of four copies of the original string in
subsequent bit positions suffices to verify the presence of any particular neighborhood matching a
regexp in which case the original string manipulations can be used to form the new string.
Generally, for a rule LUT with a maximal number of symbols for both left and right columns kmax

one only has to form a large trajectory of rotations of any candidate redex string as x  {x1, …, xk},
|xi| = |x| where k ≤ L together with the arithmetic form of all columns say as
2
y =| abcd |= a + k max b + k max
c + ... and then use the total instruction

χ ( x, y ) = (| Re g ( x, L) − y |== 0 )
k −1

i
Re g ( x, L) = ∑ k max
Perm( xi , i + 1, L)
i =0

In the above, χ is just a Boolean indicator as a matching condition. Replacement is then just a cutand-paste action using the previously defined string operations for any intermediate k < L for which
matching occurs. Additionally one can readily arithmetize any rule LUT as a single large integer
plus the self-descriptive encoding of an appropriate divisor as explained in Part I in the total ‘viral’
form
[Div, 1][0…0][L1][R1]… [LN] [RN]
A word of caution is due here since there is a tricky substance regarding the use of the ‘0’ symbol.
Since there may be instances of rule sets like ‘w00’  ‘0w0’ an ambiguity would occur every time
we have a number of 0s at the end of any block. A direct method to overcome this is by a shift of
the symbolic alphabet implying kmax  kmax + 1. Since any reductions and derivations only care
about correlations between symbols any such remains invariant with respect to a shift of the
symbolic alphabet although there are other ways to avoid the ambiguity as discussed in the last Part.
Notice also that the existence of a non-polynomial representation in the so called Zeckendorf
Arithmetics based on Fibonacci numbers also allows multiplications and divisions solely based on
symbolic substitutions thus allowing the reduction of a complete ALU unit out to no more than an
adder plus shifts, modulos and comparisons albeit, at the cost of computing arbitrarily large terms
of the Fibonacci sequence. Since substitutions are truly universal operations including such
constructs as the λ or combinatory calculi, the role of any underlying symmetries inherited from the
wreath product structure affecting the totality of all possible axioms and derivations across a
Hamming hierarchy is an important ingredient which has to be carefully dissected and analyzed
further. This shall be attempted in the last part of these notes.
2.5.4 Bit reversals
This trick is something that has repeatedly been used in cryptographic algorithms for enhancing
randomization due to the disordered nature of the correspondence between resulting bit patterns and
their integer encoding. Yet, we will be able to reveal some partial hidden order using the same
technique as in the first section. Firstly, we may examine the disordered nature of such a map
between integers directly as in the two graphs below where the first shows all “bytes” in [0…255]
as a sequence and the second uses a 255 x 255 using inputs and outputs as coordinates

The easiest way to obtain them at once is by using two functions from the communications package,
bi2de and de2bi which serve as encoders and decoders respectively so that one only has to use the
oneliner bi2de( fliplr( de2bi(i,L) ) ) for each instance.
We may now utilize a different representation known from dynamical system as the method of
delayed coordinates to try revealing some interesting structure underneath. For this we assume at
the moment that the sequence obtained in the first graph is a time series in which case we use a plot
as plot( y(1:end-1), y(2:end),'.' ) where y stands for an array holding all reversed integers. The result is
shown in the below

Now this appears to hide a fairly regular situation and yet such mappings are well known to be
chaotic when used for a recursion. The particular way this was constructed allows using it as a
means to reach any other reversed integer directly starting from the origin or some other inside a
smaller integer and yet, such a method is not really good since it asks for an increasing number of
steps as we move away from an initial small interval. The question then is whether we can find a
better approach for fully arithmetizing bit reversal. The answer is in the affirmative using the
following trick.

Assume a symbolic sequence given as αβγδε and perform a first step of a cyclic permutation and
then proceed with the same on the next subword from the right as below

αβγδε  [ε, αβγδ]  [εδ, αβγ]  [εδγ, αβ]  [εδγβα]
This now has a constant number of L-1 steps and can be directly written using solely a combination
of the previous arithmetized functions for string subwords and cyclic permutations so it is
effectively reducible and hence arithmetizable. We can now make a step further and ask for
decomposing the previous steps for any string in any interval SL and examine its structure which
will basically be a permutation over the whole interval. This can be done with the below script
which shows each different step as a separate map over a whole interval

clc, close all, clear all
n = 8; size = 2^n - 1;
for i=1:size
s = [0 de2bi( i, n )];
for j=1:n-1
seq = [s(1:j), s(n+1), s(j+2:n), s(j+1)];
mat(j, i) = bi2de( seq(2:n+1) );
end
end
hold on, for i=1:n-1, plot( mat(i,:), '.' ), end, hold off

This representation has now the advantage that each separate map can be expressed also analytically
with an additional trick. Checking each one of them we see that they all correspond to a branching
between three linear maps with a varying cross section over exponential intervals as for instance in
the below plots of mat(6, :) and mat(7,:)

It becomes evident that the above is just the superposition of a product of the identity with a pair of
square pulse functions P(x, k) presented at the first part. The square pulses act as indicators thus
“tagging” all inputs at once with their respective intervals of validity. At the end we obtain a
formula like

(

)

M i ( x ) = x + 2 L −i P ( x , i ) 2 P ( x + 2 L −i , L − i ) − 1

Notice the shift in the exponent argument which is used to start with an all ones block instead of an
all zeros one while the sign change moves above or below the main diagonal. With the notation
introduced previously, one should be able to obtain any integer with a reversed pattern as

x* = ( M 1  M 2 ...  M L−1 )( x) .
A last observation on an essential ingredient of our approach here is as follows. It was stressed in
the first part that the use of a hierarchical method for studying maps over the integers entails a kind
of 2D representation of them due to their necessary pairing with an arbitrary expansion length. In
this case we are forced to further increase this into an actually 3D representation including also an
indicator over intervals. This technique of data tagging has some unique characteristics regarding
branched functions and it shall be generalized appropriately for a much more interesting application
that was prescribed as the UMUX device in the last installment of these notes.
2.6 Parenthesized languages and Dyck Words
We know from theory that all finite automata accept regular languages and by a theorem due to
Chomsky and Schutzenberger, we also know that any context-free language can be represented as
an intersection of two simpler ones, the first being a regular one and the second, known as a Dyck
language can be defined as D = {w ∈ [' ('∩' )']} with each particular string known as a Dyck word. It is
of course irrelevant here whether we use actual parentheses as symbols. For the purposes of
arithmetization we can just as well write D = {w ∈ ['0'∩'1']}or D = {w ∈ ['1'∩'0']} .
This way we are back in the context of the Hamming hierarchy plus one or more additional
conditions which can be used to provide an appropriate arithmetic sieve for the actual numbers of
which the expansion corresponds to a Dyck word in much the same way that Lyndon words were
previously associated with minimal generators of cyclic permutations. It is obvious that only one of
the two possible encodings suffices the other one being immediately obtainable from its
complement while we are forced to work with only even levels of the hierarchy. Additionally, use

of the hierarchy allows investigating any underlying fractality of the resulting sets. It is also clear
from the beginning that any such sequences over any interval S2L shall be non-amending due to the
inherent sensitivity on the constant expansion length at each level.
There are two possible sieves, the first being possible as a decimation strategy where one locates
one by one all innermost pairs of the form “01” or “10” and eliminates them until no more pairs are
found and the string is exhausted otherwise it is rejected. It is more interesting to check a second
one where one can make a combined use of certain simpler properties in previous sections.
Eventually, any particular subset with special properties can be isolated via a product of appropriate
indicators for as long as a sufficient number of necessary characteristics can be properly expressed,
analytically or otherwise. This is a generic strategy for writing functional sieves over large intervals.
In this case it is possible to isolate three essential properties

•

The convention used say as “(”  1, “)”  0 immediately restricts attention to all odd
integers in any S2L. We shall refer to these as the odd and even conventions.

•

For each of the two conventions consistency demands that the opposite symbol must be the
last one. This also restricts to either all odd positions of the first half of a Σ matrix thus being
in an interval [0,…,22L – 1- 1], or the other half for the even convention.

•

Equality of left and right symbols also restricts attention to the central combinatoric subset
 2k 
  for all even orders of the hierarchy. This can immediately be located by first making
k 
use of the Digit-Sum sequence using the recursion of the first section to isolate only those
instances with DS2 = k filtered out. The number of possible Dyck words per interval is

 2k 
known by the terms of the Catalan sequence as   /(n + 1) .
k 
•

Lastly, using the run length analysis of the previous sections in the int2rl function given
before with a slight modification in encoding. In here we need strictly negative integers for
zero blocks and positive ones for all ones blocks taking all successive partial summands.
This effectively allows writing the last condition as simply the total summand of the
resulting sequence being positive or zero.

The above leads directly to the below scripts for the odd convention only since the other is just its
complement

function [ idx dword] = alldyck( n )
m = 2*n; k = 0;
idx = zeros(1, 2^m );
idx(2:2:end) = 1; % adopt the odd convention counting from zero!
idx = idx.*( sd2( m ) == n ); % stay inside the central factorial
for i=1:length(idx)
if idx( i )
rl = int2rl( i - 1, m ); % extract run lengths / mind counting from zero!
sgn = rl(1); rl = rl(2:end);
if sgn, rl( 2:2:end ) = -rl( 2:2:end ); else rl( 1:2:end ) = -rl( 1:2:end ); end % reverse
encoding
if any( cumsum( rl ) < 0 % exclude negative partial sums

idx( i ) = 0;
else
k = k + 1; dword(k) = i - 1;
disp( [ num2str(i-1),' : ', num2str( de2bi( i-1, m) ) ] )
end
end
end
disp(['Total of ',num2str(k),' Dyck words found: ', num2str( 100*k/choose(m, n) ),'% of the
factorial'])
end
function s = ds2( xp )
s = 0; for i=1:xp, s = [s, s+1];
end
The reader can readily verify the correct counting for various orders (n) following the Catalan
sequences. The resulting output idx is again a large Boolean indicator over the whole S2n interval for
the presence of integers corresponding to valid Dyck words. We can now perform again a run
length analysis using the standard runlength library for binary sequences finding again an
interesting symmetric structure inherited from the multiperiodic structure of the Hamming
hierarchy. The below graph shows exactly this structure for the case n = 5 as a bar graph of the total
run length values for the original indicator together with the absolute values of its all zero blocks.
The reason for the second is that any such contains solely isolated bits thus only the distances
between them is important

Checking the contents of this sequences one can find a repetitive spiking pattern with subdivision.
For instance, many of the spikes are of the form c1 = 2k and ck = 2k-1+1, followed by terms of the
form Floor( ck/2 ) but many other spikes do not appear predictable. Searching through the entire
OEIS database does not revealed anything hence this particular sequence is probably not known or
extensively studied as yet.

3. PART III: UNIVERSAL MULTIPLEXERS
3.1 Introduction
In the previous parts we described how to make a hierarchical evaluation of certain symbolwise
functions on binary integers that can be seen as abstractions of a variety of low level automata. We
also showed some simple examples from combinatorics where arithmetic fractals and other
interesting sequences were derived of who’s the regularities are considered to be inherited from the
multi-periodic nature of an underlying counter system endowed with a primitive form of selfsimilarity with a wreathing product structure.
What we shall deal with in this last part is more theoretical concerning the possibility of transferring
the previous into aν abstract algebraic content where the set of all programs can be viewed from a
different angle related to dynamical systems theory. We ask if it is possible to analyze the paths
(history) of every computation as a whole in a way that would reveal the important role of the
underlying structure known as a wreath product. The reader may also want to consult again the
math appendix at the end of Part I where the evidence is presented on the origin of this effect.
It deserves to mention here previous efforts which were based on experiments with some modern
versions of combinator calculus that recently appeared as a visualization of certain Turing Tarpits
[tarpit.github.io/TarpitGazer] and which also provided some evidence on a kind of fractal structure
constraining the set of all outputs obtained this way. There may be also some association between
the approach presented here and previous efforts in so called, “Supercompilation” as first
introduced by Valentin Turchin to be incorporated in his version of the REFAL functional language.
In order to make an abstract model out of the previously introduced Hamming Hierarchy we shall
need to move to operator language.

3.2 Non-commuting multinomial expansions
Recall the previous construct of a sequence of Mersenne intervals SL and an associated sequence of
ΣL matrices representing Hamming spaces with a lexicographical ordering of all associated patterns
out of a polynomial expansion is some alphabet base b over these same intervals in a 1-1
correspondence. We then talk of a Hamming hierarchy for simplicity denoting it with H. We now
change the semantics of this scheme as follows: assuming a list of exactly b functions or automata
realizing these functions as maps between input and output strings, we shall interpret each Σ matrix
as a Functional Look-Up Table (FLUT) for all possible successive compositions with elements
drawn from each matrix column. A simple explicit form of all columns has already been given in
Part I. To understand this in practice consider the following list of maps as say, M = [m0(x), m1(x),
m0(x)] each with its own domain of dependence and co-domain of outputs but always in the natural
numbers. Define a ternary alphabet and a list of possible applications of some length L as
|0| [0 0 … 0]  m0( m0( … m0( x )…))
|1| [1 0 … 0]  m1( m0( … m0( x )…))
|2| [2 0 … 0]  m2( m0( … m0( x )…))
|3| [0 1 … 0]  m0( m1( … m0( x )…))
……
There is now an additional difficulty due to the arbitrariness of domains and co-domains of these
compositions which can only be treated with branching and this is treated with an additional
construct in the next section where the full UMUX method will be developed. At the moment we
assume the maps to be somehow valid on all integers by some internal consistency mechanism to
simplify the discussion.

Such a scheme establishes a 1-1 correspondence of all possible paths of a computation that could be
performed with a list of some elementary maps over all possible inputs as in product of the form
H x H. Such entails a particular kind of product between the Σ bL matrices for the symbolic path
expressions and their associated intervals. Having examined the arithmetization of certain simple
maps in Part II of this study we may also assume all such maps being strictly quantitative as m: N
 N. With this simplification we may posit H × H → Σ bL × S L which in practice means that we only
have to deal with a set product of all paths as symbolic words in a base b alphabet with all possible
arithmetic inputs. If a list of maps of length b is sufficient for universal computation then
the
same correspondence will always be true independently of the existence of any fixed points or
otherwise said, of some halting state assuming an unbounded hierarchy of intervals. The global
output for such a procedure can be given as a hierarchy of 2D arrays or Universal Global Maps
where each level of the hierarchy now represents a new step. Moreover, if an additional tag or
special bit is preserved for any single entry to have been visited once per step, then the equivalent
Boolean array indicating such a visit must by construction be a total permutation matrix. An
interesting open question is then whether there do exist classes of universal FLUTs giving rise to a
recursive, or even arithmetic fractal graphs out of the underlying transverse counter set as explained
in the next paragraphs.
Let us now make this more systematic via the following algebraic trick. We can make use of the
fact that functional composition is in general a non-commuting operation meaning that we are not in
general allowed to write [ m1 , m2 ]( x ) = m1 ( m2 ( x )) − m2 ( m1 ( x)) = 0 . Then we can directly assert
that the LUT based construct is identical or isomorphic for any level L with the expansion of a
multinomial of the form
b L −1

Ζ = (mˆ 0 + mˆ 1 + ... + mˆ b−1 ) = ∑ mˆ i  mˆ j  ...  mk , {ij...k } ∈ Σ bL
L

i =0

where the symbols mi are to be interpreted as functional operators in general and {ij…k} is a word
obtained from a column of the associated LUT. The only case where this could be reducible to a
standard multinomial with many paths collapsing to the same multi-index space can be seen with an
abstract analogy from linear algebra. Assuming then arbitrary linear maps over some vector space V
via an equivalent list of matrices as (mˆ i )(x) = M i ⋅ x, x ∈ V , we can use the standard toolbox of
linear algebra to verify that these can be made all to commute with each other if and only if they
belong to the same conjugacy class. That is whenever there exists a set of linear transforms S for
each and every one such that M i = S ⋅ M j ⋅ S −1 . In most applications where such a scheme would be
used for really low level maps the above cannot hold true but perhaps in a small subset of rare
occasions where additional parametrization may allow some limited homeomorphisms.
What is more interesting here is the fact that the primitive self-similarity which is inherited from the
underlying multi-periodicity of the counters for each collection of symbols may influence the thus
obtained 2D global maps. While it is difficult to give a precise quantitative measure of such an
inheritance, it is possible to see where such an influence originates with the aid of an additional
device. We can in fact study the formation of all words of indices in the summand above via an
additional discrete “time” τ governing the underlying counter system as say

mˆ i (τ )  mˆ j (τ )  ...  mˆ k (τ )

Such is a type of “transverse” inner flow which permeates all possible computational paths even
though one may have to reach only a single one during a specific computation involving also some
unavoidable branching (more on this in the next section.) Additionally, there is a possibility of
generalizing this when dealing with such maps that may belong to the elements of some discrete
group of symmetries. There is at least one other property that may be crucial whenever there is a
representation allowing to make use of it. One such example comes straight from number theory
where action over elements can be transferred to the action over their indices and it is known from
the area of so called, Fibonacci Primes where we have the following unusual property for the action

of the gcd function as gcd(Fn , Fm ) = Fgcd( n ,m ) . It would an obvious advantage if this could be
generalized for a specific list of fundamental basis functions that can collapse computational paths
as say mk  (mi  m j ) → m f ( i , j ) . This is still an open research question at the moment.

3.3 The Universal Multiplexer (UMUX) method
Suppose one would like to use the previous method to analyze certain low level computations of
which the global maps could reveal also possible side effects and in general allow for an alternative
type of what is known as “formal verification” at least at a primitive level. In order to deal with the
general case one needs to find also ways to invoke branching in an effective way without breaking
the algebraic structure in the original scheme of the previous section. A slight modification of the
original then can be given with the aid of what is known as the fundamental structured
programming theorem <link>. The essence of it is that we can cast any algorithmic expression of a
well structured program into the standard format of a single loop with a large switch…case…
conditional inside. Loops can also be turned into singleton if…then conditionals using a counter and
recursion. We may consider a particular normal or canonical form of the above whenever all
operations inside any structured program can be adjoined with an equal set of appropriate disjoint
Boolean characteristics or indicator functions χ i ( S L ) : ∩ bi=−01 χ i ( S L ) = ∅, χ i ( x) ∈ {0,1} over any
interval of possible inputs. We already wrote about the need to refer to pairs of integers when
working on the Hamming due to the imposition of ad hoc expansion lengths greater than their
natural bit length. In analogy, we may talk here of a triplet representation requiring both { |x|, L|x|,
χ(|x|) } independently of its expansion to any arbitrary alphabet where, χ(|x|) is used to denote a
property or even a set of properties as say, in a generic Boolean condition over various indicators as
B( χ1 ( x),..., χ k ( x)) . Application of the above must be done with caution in special cases that appear
incomplete as in a nested statement of the form
If χ1 do f1
if χ2 do f2 endif
endif
In such a case a transformation is required as χ1 → χ1′ = χ1 (1 − χ 2 ) and χ 2 → χ 2′ = χ1χ 2 .
All the above can be nicely summarized as a total algebraic operator of the form
L
Ζˆ = (mˆ 0  χ 0 + mˆ 1  χ1 + ... + mˆ b−1  χ b−1 )

By a slight abuse of notation we interpret all compositions m  χ as a kind of “convolution”
(m  χ )( x) → m(χ ( x) ⊗ x ) of a total (“vectorized”) set of inputs by a Boolean vector which
“windows” out all invalid inputs from a span of m sub-domains according to its own indicator χ.
This is basically the same as tagging all input data according to a quantifier which is also a function
of itself this being a strongly non-linear operation. In practice this leads to a kind of multiplexing
technique where each input is redirected to a different map. One may call this an algebraic
pipelining method.

In most cases, where all maps are restricted inside certain sub-domains of validity, their co-domains
may become disjoint at some point. In general not all paths available from the original Σ bL matrices
will be populated all the time. This can better be understood with a network diagram where all map
outputs may have arrows to all others for as long as the relevant associated indicators allow that in
sufficiently large input intervals. Collecting each path for all sub-domains at every step will leave a
trace of words in alphabet b or their corresponding arithmetic indices. Depending on the nature of
the maps the set of these indices may or may not cover the whole interval SL in successive steps and
successive input intervals and whenever it does we may call the path space “ergodic” while many
such maps are expected to be mostly stochastic.
Some generic properties follow immediately. Assume any list of indicators to form a perfect span of
any interval SL by forcing at least one of the maps say m0 being the identity for completeness such
b −1

that χ 0 ( S L ) = 1 − ∑ χ i ( S L ) whenever the rest do not suffice to cover any interval completely. Under
i =1

this condition their normalized summand becomes a convex set satisfying
b −1

∑ χ (S
i

L

) =1

i =1

where χ i ( S L ) = sum ( χ i ( S L ) > 0) / L . It is also possible to apply a similar logic in order to derive a
type of probability associated to each path as

p{ij ...k } =

(

)

1
χ
mˆ iχi  mˆ j j  ...  mkχk ( S L )
( Zˆ )( S L )

where the notation . again implies summing over all outputs filtered from the original input set
reached through the same path.

3.4 Uniqueness, irreducibility and factorizations
Taking a second look at the finally obtained expression of Z allows realizing that it works much as a
prime factor say, like 2L or 5L and so on. The analogy is not superficial which can be understood
when trying to compile by hand a really large program in the above spirit. It is quite possible that in
a variety of cases it would be much preferable to decompose everything to really low level
operations each of which can then be put into correspondence with its own UMUX with a set of
associated operators as

(

Zˆ1 = Lˆ1 + Lˆ 2

)

L1

(

, Zˆ1 = Lˆ3 + Lˆ 4

)

L2

.

Trying to match them would then lead to a product much like in a factorization as

(

Zˆ1  Zˆ 2 = Lˆ1 + Lˆ 2

) (Lˆ
L1

3

+ Lˆ 4

)

L2

On the other hand this implies that all causal paths created this way should belong to a subset of a
more complete operator over a quaternary alphabet like

(

Zˆ = Lˆ1 + Lˆ 2 + Lˆ3 + Lˆ4

)

L1 + L1

By what was said on the fundamental theorem, the two last expressions should be somehow
equivalent in that there should always be a way to write things in a “prime” format. The only way
that these two could be compatible is by additional compositions of indicators which lead us to the
territory of the general Satisfiablity (SAT) problems such that the set of all possible paths is
appropriately “clipped”. When and how this is possible depends strongly on the inner structure of

all SAT problems the solutions of which might also be influenced by the same wreath product
structure underlying any Hamming hierarchy. That is, there will be cases where one can always
factorize a total Z operator whenever the associated SAT problems “resonate” with specific subsets
of paths. Equivalently, predicting what will be analyzed later on, there will be a stochastic
transitions matrix of whom several entries will be zero corresponding to symbols of operators that
should not ‘meet’ thus effecting the same clipping.
Unexpectedly, this might help to shed some light to an apparently remote problem, that of the so
called “entangled” states where factorizability is a crucial issue at the cost of interpreting all
particles states as being associated to the causal paths of a massively parallel execution of an
underlying machine. Moreover, such a machine would be required to curry over a “self-modifying”
type of code at least with respect to the indicators which should also involve what is referred to as
an act of “observation” which of course is kind of a cyclic argument since any observer would be
part of the machine! The mentioned act of clipping the set of causal paths also has the ability to
present higher correlations when looking at the set of all possible outputs than if all were available
to execution as if there were inner constraints. The same could look like a kind of “trickstery”
where an observer without access to the true indicators may be led to believe to the existence of
“invisible” or “hidden” interactions. Of course, many more things are to be added to such a
construct regarding additional symmetries, etc., but we have already seen in Part I that the
underlying wreath product structure already contains “for free” a sampled version of two important
ones, specifically a discrete version of U(1) (to be found in all ‘projectified’ Hilbert spaces where a
phase cannot be measured ) and the “boost” sector of a Lorentz group.

3.5 Implementation issues
To use the above in any efficient manner without any need for a branch conditional we need an
additional recipe given a selection-redirection mechanism for all input data x according to an
auxiliary FLUT of indicators χ. To actually make use of this, we need a method for making
arbitrary permutations of such tagged inputs from any interval across the hierarchy to be fed into an
ordered list of maps that can be efficiently coded via a cell of anonymous functions using the
standard Matlab conventions. There is one last tricky point on the inclusion of a zero arithmetic
input to any map due to the double character of this symbol per se being simultaneously a possible
input and an arithmetic indicator, the simplest solution to this being a double shift. As an example,
for an input interval [0…2L - 1] and an indicator as (mod 2) - or any other - we should always take
the set of valid inputs via y = ( Mod( x, 2 ).*( x + 1 ) ). This can then be directly fed to any string
representing a FLUT member for evaluation as m(y( y >= 0 ) – 1 ) . One can either store function
expression on a file or write them at the top of a script.
As in the previous two installments, we are more interested in arithmetized primitive operations on
patterns but for similicity we can use here an example of a well known case of branched function,
the one giving rise to the Hailstone sequence <link> for which we only have two complementary
indicators making a full span of every interval (no need for an additional Id map). A simple
example script showing the combined operations is shown below for the S8 interval
clc, close all, clear all
L = 8; % iteration length
F1 = { @(x)x/2 @(x)3*x+1 };
F2 = { @(x)1-mod(x, 2) @(x)mod(x, 2) };
base = numel( F1 ); S = base^L;
xin = 0:S-1; xout=zeros(1,S);
seq = ones(1, S); w = [];
for t = 1:S %reduce this to L or similar for less memory consumption if need be
for i = 1:base
idx = F2{i}( xin ); y = idx.*(xin + 1) - 1 ;
xout( find( idx ) ) = F1{i}( y( y >= 0 ) ); % automated sorting
px(i, t) = sum( idx )/S ; % normalized indicator densities

end
xin = xout; w = [w; idx]; % path traces
end
figure( 1 ), hold on, for i=1:base, plot( px( i, : ) ), end, grid, hold off
figure( 2 ), imagesc(1 - w), colormap gray, pause(0.1)

Figure 1 will show up all intermediate parts of this sequence along all initial conditions. The
evolution of the indicator densities is shown in the next figure

The equilibration we see after a transient interval is due to the well known fact that all trajectories in
this sequence finally converge towards a 2-periodic attractor, something which has been verified for
extremely large intervals but not formally proven, also known as the Collatz conjecture<link>. The
second figure shows all paths followed by the binary indicators for all initial conditions as a 2D
graph of a 2L x 2L array representing the original ΣbL × S L ”paths-by-inputs” set.

These can be further analyzed via a direct run length analysis or use partial contractions along each
dimension to locate possible sequences of interest. In the primitive example used here, there is a
randomization of blocks due to the fact that one of the branches is actually used to eliminate all
prime factors of 2. All paths could be made into simple alternating sequences as 0101… or 1010…
sequences for even and odd positions respectively by just using a direct factorization of each new
input at the first branch and simultaneously eliminating any power 2k without affecting
convergence. While the method is presented with a symmetric expansion this may be a problem due
to exponential increase of memory usage unless some symmetries or other interesting properties can
be efficiently located within smaller intervals or using a segmentation method. Α different
probabilisitic approach is presented in later sections.

3.6 Branching via complexification
The approach explained in the previous section can be applied either to an interval or to a single
input. A remaining question is the possibility of further formalizing it in a manner independent of
the specifics of any programming dialect. Interestingly, an algebraic alternative in the
implementation of the previous section would be simply a product like f1 ( x)
χ (χ )

χ1 ( χ )

... f b ( x ) χb ( χ ) or

χ (χ )

a summand of powers like f1 ( x ) 1 + ... + f b ( x ) b − cb where the constant cb = b − 1 is to
take care of the residual summand of all invalid inputs. The problem with any such expression is
that no protection from side effects is offered for possible invalid inputs which are simultaneously
fed unless there is a specific axiom of precedence which evaluates exponents first and nullifies any
further evaluation apart for a single member each time but this is something to be added as an extra
axiom hence these expressions do not appear self-sufficient.
One other road towards a safe and compact global branchless expression for any input appears to be
an interpretation of the choice of branch as a “rotation” which entails at least one additional
dimension. One can do so (always assuming only arithmetized integer inputs) by promoting any
such into a complex pair using the set of b roots of unity as

x → z = xω0

n( x)

, ω0 = exp(2πi / b)

with the exponent always in the range [0…b-1] being defined by the corresponding set of indicators

as a product or a summand form
b

n( x ) = ∏ k
k =1

χk ( x )

b

− 1 = ∑ k χk ( x ) − cb − 1
k =1

Notice that at least the first part allows connections with a special linear vector space via the
transform n → exp(< χ | k >) − 1 where now k is a vector containing the logarithms of [1,…,b]. The
overall operation of double exponentiation over the roots of unity is identical with a “tetration”
<link> generalized so as to include an intermediate mapping between every pair of exponents. It
then becomes possible for any input datum to bind its own function via the auxilliary argand
function as

 1   z  1 < χ |k >
−1
xt → xt +1 = f Arg ( z ) (| z |), Arg ( z ) = 
 = e
 log
 2πi   | z |  b

(

)

While the above is not the easiest way to implement a structured algorithm it does offers some
additional theoretical opportunities. In the simplest case of a binary choice as in the example of the
previous section one can project paths in a particular geometric structure in the complex plane
where the use of some phase like {-1, 1} or {-i, i} does not matter at the moment unless a particular
choice makes more sense. The main theoretical question which is also one of the ultimate reasons
for writing this part follows next.

3.7 The totality of causal paths
As already noticed in Part II of this series, the totality of causal paths may still hold some secrets at
least for the general class of N  N fully arithmetized maps that can give rise to some fractal or
otherwise multi-periodic sequences. This brings about a natural question on the biggest possible
subset that could behave in an apparently constrained way including the set of all possible fixed
points for those that finally halt. Another technical question is how to make this question precise in
the UMUX language of the two previous sections. More general discussion of such an effect can be
found in the last epistemological addendum.
Using the material from the previous two sections we may directly compare an arbitrary path
composed from the decoding of a large word in the picture of the underlying transverse counter
flow as

f i (τ )  f j (τ )  ...  f k (τ ) ≅ f Arg ( z t −1 )  f Arg ( z t −2 )  ...  f Arg ( z 0 )
What this implies is a crossing of two “transverse” discrete times one being defined by t as the time
of a specific computation on some valid path and the other as a discrete “free” counter time over all
possible paths. At the moment we may also make the simplifying assumption that all functions f do
not suffer from side effects so that the choice of indicators influencing n(xt-k) form a free span of a
large interval. It is natural to ask to what extent and under what conditions would some properties of
the underlying word {ij…k}get reflected in the associated sequence of indices n(xt-k) for some valid
subset of paths under a given set of indicators. This in itself seems like a humongous problem since
it concerns at the very least 2b unknown functions half of them as maps from N to N, the other half
being purely Boolean. One could for instance define an inverse problem by picking up a number of
sequences for the indices n(xt-k) with some interesting structure and try locating map lists for
recreating the relevant paths.
Since such is too vague a question, it is preferable to resort to a more detailed analysis of the kind of
dynamics represented by the algebrization of structured algorithms. The first to ask would be the
overall density of paths as |Z|/bL for any total state space ΣbL × S L . For a simple case of a dynamical

system with only binary branching which does not behave as a random number generator this might
represent a very small fraction the larger the expansion length L becomes. It is then natural to ask
for the opposite extreme case. To study this as well as any intermediate it is necessary to introduce
the hierarchy of stochastic transition matrices ρ ij = f i
n

(n)

( χ j ) / b L where all maps are iterated as

f, f(2),…, f(n) and their contribution to each subinterval is used to define the relevant probabilities of
falling into one of the b subdomains in the total co-domain thus defining a new symbol in each
relevant path. For all extreme cases where ρ  (1/b)1 where 1 the all ones matrix any paths should
cover completely the full rooted b-ary tree of depth L in which case we may call the action of such a
system across the hierarchy of all intervals SL a fine distillation over any interval. There are two
other limiting cases whenever ρ  I or J the first being the identity matrix and the second the antidiagonal exchange matrix or left – right flip of I. The first represents a limit where each sub-domain
has been isolated while the second represents a b-periodic exchange leading to cyclically alternating
symbolic sequences for the relevant paths. This analysis has nothing to do with halting states that
may appear before such ultimate convergence takes place.
A relatively trivial example can be given again with the aid of the Hailstone sequence where the
iterative pairing of f0(x) = x/2 with its native indicator (mod 2) and its complement gives a result we
have already seen in Part II in the case of the exponent of the first order factor in the factorization of
any integer in any SL. In any such case we take zero as a fixed point. The second map f1(x) = 3x + 1
is a diverging one as 3 x +
n

n −1

∑3

k

n
n
= 3 x + (3 − 1) / 2 . Since the second term in the summand is

k =0

always even only the factorization of x affects the final probabilities and the pattern is similar to the
f0 case the essential observation being that both cancel out in all of SL after a number of steps given
by the maximal interval length as in the multi-periodic sequence given in Part II. This inevitably
leads to the last limiting case of the alternating J matrix which can be shown with the below script
using a test interval S10
clc, close all, clear all
L = 10; N = 5 % Interval exponent and iteration length
F1 = { @(x)x/2 @(x)3*x+1 };
F2 = { @(x)1-mod(x, 2) @(x)mod(x, 2) };
base = numel( F1 );
S = base^L;
x = 0:S-1;
for i=1:base
y = repmat( x, base, 1 );
for image=1:N*L
y(i, :) = F1{i}( y(i, :) );
mat( i, 1, image ) = sum( F2{i}( y(i, :) ) )/S;
mat(i, 2, image) = 1 - mat( 1, i, image );
%disp( [' Image = ', num2str( image ) ] )
%disp( mat )
end
end
x=1:image; plot( x, squeeze( mat(1, 1, :) ),'.', x, squeeze( mat(1, 2, :) ),'r.',...
x, squeeze( mat(1, 2, :) ),'g.', x, squeeze( mat(1, 2, :) ),'m.' )

The resulting figure shows the output being indeed of an alternating nature.

What really happens here is that a transition appears after the 10th image the reason being that at this
point all zero blocks in the binary pattern of any initial condition in S10 signifying the presence of a
factor 2C with C in [0, 10] have been exhausted. The code can immediately verify this for a
sequence of intervals higher than S10.

3.8 Substitution Systems
Generic substitution systems present a different problem regarding their hierarchical structure due
to certain ambiguities and structural differences. Some arithmetized substitution methods were
presented in Part II. Leaving aside various technicalities regarding “confluence” <link> and
normalization one may start from a universal extension of the original Thue grammar which forms
the 0 level of the Chomsky hierarchy of languages assuming no difference between random or
sequential rule application.
Let then {wLi : wRi }i =1 be a standard (RT) LUT for replacement rules in the sense of wL  wR with
x L , R =| wL , R | standing for the equivalent numerical value of each word and kL,R stand for the
equivalent string lengths for each word where action starts from an initial “axiom” string. Some care
is required in that these may not necessarily coincide with the natural length l(w) as defined in the
previous parts due to the possible presence of zeros at the end. An important property can be used to
classify all such systems via a parameter given by the ratios of their effective lengths λi = k Ri / k Li , i
N

= 1,…, N as “contractive” if all λi ≤ 1 , “conservative” if all λi = 1 and “expanding” if there is at
least one λi > 1. For the first two cases, we may still talk of endomorphisms inside each Σ bL matrix
for each interval SL of all possible initial axioms while the last one may act as a surjection on some
higher interval for some steps even it finally converges on the original or smaller length. Especially
for the conservative case it is evident that we can write an equivalent arithmetic formula of any
replacement for the integer values of all axioms as

x → x′ = x + 2 k ( x , xL ) (xR − xL ), {x, x′} ∈ S L , {xL xR } ∈ RΤ
where k(x, xL) denotes a special function for finding the lowest symbol where replacement is to take

place. We can show that all these obtain a canonical form due to the special properties of any Σ bL
matrix. Interestingly this case can be recast as a discrete derivative δx / δτ = 2 K ( x , Dx) Dx where Dx is
used to denote a vector of signed integers replacing the original RT. Additionally the powerset of all
possible subwords coincides with the set of all proper submatrices Σ bk ⊂ Σ bL , κ = 1,..., L − 1 with L
the total axiom string length and by simple counting over powers of some base we get a total of bL –
1 subwords that could be taken form an additional arithmetic interval S Lb . Thus one should in
principle be able to define a total 2N+1 dimensional S Lb × {S Lb }2 N state space for a global map of all
such possible axioms and subwords pairs as rules. To better show this in relation with the previous
classification we may use the below figure for a simple S 62 × S 62 case by choosing columns and rows
for any possible RT left and right words respectively

To recast any of the above in the originally proposed multinomial form Z one should first obtain by
some method a set of indicators χ forming a proper span of any interval SL. While it seems possible
to associate any pattern locator with an indicator χ and the replacement with the arithmetized map m
there are additional difficulties regarding the originally assumed convexity of the set of all
indicators in any interval.
To better understand the necessary decomposition we should further analyze the structure of the
lowest symbol pointing function that we denoted as k(x, xL) above. Suppose for instance a rule like
‘100’  ‘01’ that requires finding all such instances for all strings across any interval SL fixing b to
the binary case. But we do know that each segment of any length k < L will inevitably repeat
periodically across all columns of any Σ bL and if we set a first pointer at the beginning of any string
than that period would be simply 23 for the example given. From the symmetries endowed due to
the wreath product structure the only difference for the same rule pattern in higher positions will be
a set of shifts and dilations of the original sequence at position 1 by some period multiplier. Thus
we may fully characterize any indicator beforehand thus totally avoiding the need to separately
applying an individual filter as some regexp finder to locate individual patterns. Α Matlab oneliner
for locating all instances of a substring can be given as

w=zeros(n, 2^n);for i=0:2^n,w( strfind( fliplr( dec2bin(i, n) ), substr ), i+1 ) = 1;end
imagesc( w ), colormap gray

For instance, setting substr = ‘101’ and substr = ‘0101’ for n = 7 gives two Boolean arrays as in the
figures below where each white dot signifies the initial position of each substring while certain
overlaps inevitably appear for strings containing periodicities in their total patterns. Each row of the
below arrays stands for an individual total indicator over the interval.

There is now a certain ambiguity on the simultaneous handling of such overlaps which can only be
ignored under the adoption of a precedence axiom where the first occurrence is the first to be
substituted. This of course also assumes confluence but we may ignore technicalities here.
Implementing this actually means scanning each large string for no more than L / k  substrings
with replacements at every nk + 1 new valid position. Using the notation of Part II for arithmetized
string manipulations, a generic update valid for all (non-conservative) cases in all of an SL interval
can be given using also the “pulse” function of Part I as

ki ← k ( x, xL , i )

(

(

))

x → x′ = Low( x, ki − 1) + 2k ( x,xL ) xR + 2kR High( x, L − ki , L) P( x, pi )
where now k(x, xL, i) is any of the matrices obtained for all possible instance of any subword xL.
Despite the regularities of the shifts and the periods pi of each row the general case presents
difficulties in locating exact numeric formulas due to the high dimensionality which is still an open
question.
3.9 Agents in the Warehouse: An epistemological addendum

“This dewdrop world is a dewdrop world, and yet, and yet…”
Kobayashi Issa
Some philosopher the author does not recall once asked “How a planet does know the law it has to
follow?” Of course in the case of an algorithm or a program we can ascertain with certainty that any
such do not need to know anything – they are purely mechanical. However, if a set of
computational paths appear to have certain similarities as well as the thus obtained chain of outputs
then it could be that people setting up an effective computational process from different and in some
metrical or other sense “remote” initial conditions, strange correlations between such processes and
their obtained results could be observed. As for possible physical implications, it may be worthy to
repeat our original story in the introduction of Part I in a somewhat different format.
Suppose you live outside some large warehouse with trucks coming and going all the time leaving
and taking packets. There is also always a large irregular pile of packets outside by the end of each

day which if it could be precisely counted it would give you the integer 345 of whose the binary
form is [1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0] while if measured by the end of next day it would give you 1021
expanded as [1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]. How easy would it be to know that this pair hides a single
transition of the famous universal rule 110 in the Wolfram’s classification of elementary cellular
automata with periodic boundary conditions not to mention keep doing so for each and every day!
Apart from this being a somewhat contrived, if old fashioned method of some agents
communicating with hidden signals, it could take a very different meaning if what was to be
measured was a gauge indicator in some lab giving a sequence of measurements like 0.345..,
0.1021.. etc. And of course we may nowadays have achieved immense accuracies with advanced
sensors plus theoretical predictions but trying to measure the gravitational constant G with arbitrary
precision would immediately reveal part of the problem. The only conclusion possible seems to be
that apart from the theoretical foundations of computational structures any other assertion remains
undecidable but not in the ordinary formal way. It just seems out of the possibilities of any current
empirical science to verify such assertions like those included in the famous Church-Turing
Conjecture, unless some purely theoretical “trap” could be set up of which some prediction would
lead to a major inconsistency.

